Those Faculty who elected to participate at the beginning of August will find their Author Profile listing under University of Toronto, alongside leading Universities, courts and law firms from all across North America and elsewhere at: Author Profiles by Institution.

We are still accepting requests to create/refresh your Author Profiles on the U of T Faculty of Law page on HeinOnline.

Please send your request by September 30, 2019 to: sooin.kim@utoronto.ca

---

**Free Trial!**

“Beck-Online is a German (language) full-text database, providing access to German legal resources. You can search legal magazines, commentaries, legal codes of each state and court rulings.” **Trial ends on September 30, 2019.**

---

**Irwin Law eBook Collection**

This collection includes Irwin Law publications, including the Essentials of Canadian Law series. Search this collection by author, title or by subject.

**SmartCILP**

The Bora Laskin Law Library subscribes to SmartCILP, a fee-based service that provides automated personalized e-mail delivery of the Current Index to Legal Periodicals (CILP). Electronic subscribers receive the full text of CILP each week. If you're interested in creating or changing a Smart CILP profile, please let us know!
New Canadian Law Journal Tables of Content:

The Advocates' Quarterly, vol 50:1 (June 2019)
  Anthony Duggan, Review of Fundamental Concepts of Commercial Law Fifty Years of Reflection / Roy Goode
Canadian Public Administration, vol 62: 2 (June 2019)
  Anna Su, Transformative State Neutrality
University of British Columbia Law Review, vol 52:2 (June 2019)
University of Toronto Faculty of Law Review, vol 77:1 (Winter 2018)
University of Toronto Faculty of Law Review, vol 77:2 (Spring 2019)

-----

Banking & Finance Law Review, vol 34:3 (July 2019)
Canadian Criminal Law Review, vol 24:2 (July 2019)
The Criminal Law Quarterly, vol 67: 1&2 (July 2019)
Intellectual Property Journal, vol 31:3 (September 2019)

If you’d like to see any articles in full text, please e-mail: law.infoexpress@utoronto.ca

The Bora Laskin Law Library Welcomes 1Ls!

On Demand RAs

The Law Library is in the process of hiring On Demand Research Assistants. If you require short-term research assistance, please contact: alexia.loumankis@utoronto.ca.

Please note that the RAs will be paid out of the faculty member's research funds.

NEW UTL Acquisition

China Economy, Public Policy, and Security Database (EB-PISHU)

EB-PISHU contains high-value analytical reports called pishu (皮书) intended to be authoritative and objective guides for policymaking in the People’s Republic of China. They contain pishu from 1991 onwards, with comprehensive, hard-hitting analysis on issues important in China today, setting the tone for how China approaches issues or development. Website